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Combat BFSI’s 
biggest paradox by leveraging 
the fourth dimension

Why intelligent software testing 
automation is the Fourth Dimension? 

The banking and financial services sector is 
grappling with an inherent paradox in meeting 
the demands for innovation viz-a-viz stability 
and reliability in its software platforms. The 
rapidly changing digital environment demands 
that Financial Institutions be agile and innovative 
while continuing to offer rock solid, seamless 
customer experience. However, in order to 
achieve this tough balance, significant 
investment into Quality Assurance and 
Testing is necessary, whereby the three pillars 
of agility, accuracy and consistency have to be 
unfailingly addressed. 

Within the rapidly growing customer 
expectations and the need for reduced 
time-to-market, the current manual testing 
practices are unable to strike an acceptable 
balance across the three dimensions—agility, 
accuracy and consistency. The number of 
organizations struggling with the time to test 
mobile applications increased from 36% to 52% 
between 2015 and 2017 and nearly half of all 
organizations do not have the right process or 
method (47%) or the right tools (46%). 

The only answer is for organizations to embrace 
automated software testing, by the use of a 
smart plug and play testing platform—enabling 
them to execute more tests rapidly and 
accurately, and more importantly with a 
substantially higher degree of consistency.

Tenjin, the flagship offering from Yethi, is a unique test 
automation product designed to eliminate the challenges 
that hinder the widespread adoption of test automation in 
end-user organizations. With a name inspired by the kami of 
scholarship and learning, Tenjin, leverages a revolutionary 
robotic learning engine to discover application forms and 
fields. This robotic learning allows the discovery of 
application changes without programming—resulting in 
faster testing and easier launch of new business products. 

With Yethi’s pre-built adapters, enabling faster 
integration with large transaction process solutions like 
Oracle FLEXCUBE, Infosys Finacle, Temenos, TCS BaNCS, 
FIS, and Orchestrade, test automation becomes as easy as 
plug and play. Integration with Defect Management tools 
like HPQC, Bugzilla, JIRA, etc., and CI tools like Jenkins and 
similar platforms can help your organization adopt best 
practices in managing application lifecycles, especially for 
COTS Solutions. 

Built to be programming free, Tenjin enables functional 
testing teams, and not just system developers to test 
applications, making  Functional, UI / UX testing, API testing 
and UI based business process testing easy and hassle-free.  

The success of software apps in BFSI hinges on the three dimensions of agility, consistency and accuracy. 
However, while manual testing manages to address a maximum of two of the three dimensions, at a given 
point of time, it cannot address all three with equal efficiency—resulting in unnecessary delays, regulatory 
issues and interrupted customer journeys. This facilitates the need of a fourth dimension—one that 
effectively and equally brings speed and precision with consistency. An intelligent automation platform is 
the necessary fourth dimension which equips your team to increase the speed and scale of software 
testing with consistent levels of accuracy.

Bespoke products that address 
needs of the entire enterprise

Tenjin Enterprise Tenjin Connect Tenjin Digital

Automation testing is the only way for banks and financial institutions to deliver and upgrade software 
based products and services in a competitive and fast paced environment. The Tenjin Test Automation Suite 
provides customized offerings that address the unique needs of organizations. 

Test automation of complex core 
enterprise applications

Gain agility, accuracy and 
consistency with the Tenjin 
Test Automation Suite

Multiple challenges add 
to the paradox

Shorter development cycles
resulting in more frequent release of regular 
software updates

Higher diversity in ecosystem 
leading to inconsistent user experience and 
unpredictable software behavior

Aggressive customer expectations
due to proliferation of apps, newer business models and 
growing popularity of FinTechs

Fast changing business 
requirements (driven either by 
regulatory or market pressures)
needs more frequent rework of systems and 
processes

70%

6X-10X
30-50% 

1
reduction in test 

project effort

reduction in 
regression 

testing effort

improvement in 
test execution 
and verification

2

3

Effortless Robotic UI discovery of 
heavy screens and data flows

End-to-end business process test 
coverage cutting across the ecosystem

Automate testing at API level, 
without programming skills

Granular and faster test cycles 
in a multi-system environment

Early test adoption 
in an agile world

Seamless test automation of 
mobile applications

Covers native and hybrid 
applications across platforms

Reusability and resilience of test assets 
in an ever changing mobility landscape
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60-75% 
reduction in 
effort for BAU

Advanced features 
that add to your success
Innovation underlies every feature of the Tenjin 
Test Automation Suite. Tenjin is built to be 
technology agnostic and can traverse across 
systems and platforms like mobile, web, thick 
client, and green screen. The result—seamless 
launch of software applications boosts the 
success rates every single time. 

The Tenjin advantage

1 2 3 4 5

Top  5  business benefits 

The Tenjin Test Automation Suite’s superior business and technical benefits bring uninterrupted 
operations and enhanced business performance—with minimum effort on the team’s part. 

Naviflow Learner intelligently 
navigates screens, automatically responds to action 
requests, and submits transactions.

Result Validator fully automates 
validation of test results with baseline results for 
each test case and identifies discrepancies.

Test Management configures the 
applications under test, maintains test cases, sets up 
test execution plans, and sets up result validations.

Task Scheduler enables time based 
scheduling and event based scheduling of test 
automation. 

Test Reporting generates 
preconfigured reports that provide summary views 
on overall progress, and success/ failure rates.

Test Executor conducts end-to-end 
assessments with test execution capabilities that 
include test data loading, execution via front end 
screens, response capture and result tabulation.

Automated API provides intelligent, 
reliant and seamless API testing.

Data Extractor extracts data from applications 
including legacy applications and alternate test environments 
into Tenjin’s reusable test data templates.

Defect Publisher publishes test results, 
reviews comments, user uploads and screenshots, and 
aggregates failed test cases by defects.

Audit Trail ensures traceability of user 
actions and tests executed along with test results 
and identified errors.

Mobile App Tester tests mobile 
apps across iOS and Android platforms using 
simulators and physical devices.

GUI Execution undertakes 
test-execution using the application UI.

Robotic UI discovery
Robotic automation automatically learns an application UI without recording, scripting or tracking, 
leading to faster adaptation, reduced maintenance and higher usability. 

Lower gestation time
New applications can be configured within 3-6 weeks, with the possibility of reusability of existing 
application adapters—reducing time for automation from months to days.

Faster test execution
With data driven navigation leading to a 50% faster rate than other test automation engines and a 
10x faster than manual test-execution time, banks can gain the fastest test execution times.

Comprehensive test validation
With field validation, result validation, UI validation and batch validation agile 
development gets easier.

35% reduction in 
effort for UAT during 
transformation 
projects 

4-6 weeks 
on-the-job training is 
sufficient for testing 
teams’ qualification

No coding 
or programing 
required

Ease 
of use and 
maintenance

CD/CI 
Ready

Orchestrated 
with Jenkins, 

TeamCity, 
Bamboo

Mobile App 
testing 

REST API’s 
with multiple 
Upstream and 
Downstream 
integration 

points

Low Footprint 
requiring huge 

hardware to 
run and 
maintain

1 2 3 4 5

Top  5  technical benefits
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Comprehensive testing services 
to address criticality of 
applications and processes

Learn how we orchestrate success

At Yethi, we understand that automating testing, 
verification and validation need to be comprehensive 
to ensure that software applications meet their 
functional and non-functional requirements. Our 
comprehensive testing services ensure that banks 
and financial firms gain greater quality, better 
reliability and enhanced robustness every time. 

Functional Testing Security Testing

Performance Testing Data Migration

Reliability, consistency and zero operational challenges—all had to 
be effectively achieved from the very first day. These were the 
requirements put forward when a leading Indian NBFC with a 
network of 300 branches and $ 1.6B in assets was transforming into 
a bank. Achievement of the organization’s goals was dependent on 
comprehensive, consistent and repeatable software testing for the 
20+ technology platforms that would change in response to market 
and regulatory forces.

Yethi delivered on all counts by building reusable process, systems 
and information assets that could be leveraged on an ongoing basis 
to revalidate the efficacy of these systems. Web/Core applications 
were implemented for FLEXCUBE UBS, Newgen LOS, CRM, 
Decimal, Ramco, SunTec, OBDX Internet Banking and Oracle HRMS. 
Thanks to the Tenjin Test Automation Suite, software testing is now 
agile, accurate and consistent. 

Successful transformation from NBFC 
to a full-fledged bank with the 
Tenjin Test Automation Suite

Acceptance Testing

Test Automation

Regression Pack Build

Concurrency Testing

Test Outsourcing

InfoSec Policies

Security Audits

Vulnerability Assessment

Penetration Testing

Ethical Hacking

Load Testing

Soak Testing

Stress Testing

Baseline Testing

Service Virtualization

Data Completeness

Data Reconciliation

Data Processability

Data Translation
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Yethi is a leader in software solutions bringing quality assurance to the global banking and financial services industry. 
Founded by senior FinTech professionals, who bring decades of domain expertise, Yethi is invested in building the next 
generation of tools and solutions to improve the quality of digital technologies being adopted within enterprises.

“Tenjin” is Yethi’s unique test automation solution which brings software Quality Assurance across the functional, security 
and performance testing of software applications. Tenjin has enabled leading organizations across India, Africa, Europe, 
North America and the Middle East eliminate the challenges of test automation with speed, consistency, and accuracy—the 
three pillars that accelerate continuous delivery of innovation

info@yethi.in  

+91-80-42401500
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